When a dataset involves multiple classes, there is often a need to express the key contrasting features among these classes in humanly understandable terms, that is, to pro le the classes. Commonly, one class is contrasted from the rest by aggregating the latter into a pseudo-class; alternatively, classes are treated separately without coordinating their pro les with those of the other classes. We i n troduce the concise all pairs pro ling CAPP method for concise, intelligible, and approximate pro ling of large classi cations. The method compares all classes pairwise and then minimizes the overall number of features needed to guarantee that each pair of classes is contrasted by a t least one feature. Then each class pro le gets its own minimized list of features, annotated with how these features contrast the class from the others. Signi cant applications to social and natural science are demonstrated.
Introduction
A common discovery task in scienti c and other professional activities is to express in a concise and humanly understandable way the key contrasting characteristics or pro les of a classi cation. When the classes are few, simple methods may be su cient. When the number of classes is larger, say, 5, 10, or 50, then there is a greater need for simple and approximate pro les, in order to deal with the potentially overwhelming amount of information.
The aim of this article is to describe specialized methods for concise, intelligible, and approximate pro ling of large classi cations. The key idea is to explicitly compare all pairs of classes and then minimize the overall number of features needed to guarantee that each class can be contrasted from every other class by at least one feature. The worst-case asymptotic complexity of the resulting algorithms is poor, but in practice they work well due to the availability of sound problem-reduction methods.
The original motivation was to automate a task of linguistic discovery called componential analysis 12, 7 , in which the classes are sharply distinct. However, the methods called concise all pairs pro ling, or CAPP become more broadly applicable by generalizing them to deal with overlapping or internally non-uniform classes. We demonstrate the methods on the original linguistics task and on current problems in psychology, c hemistry, and biology.
Motivation
Let us consider the simple three-way classi cation in Table 1 in which the table entries indicate how feature values are distributed within each class. We assume that the goal is to convey the key characteristics of class C1. A common approach is to aggregate C2 and C3 into a pseudo-class not-C1 and then apply a greedy method that successively nds a next best feature at each step. Thus, a greedy method that used conventional splitting criteria would choose X3 as the best initial discriminator, since X3 divides the 300 examples into the two sets f100 C1, 50 not-C1g, and f150 not-C1g, which is a better initial discrimination than is available with X1 or X2. The method would continue by selecting X1 followed by X2 or vice versa, nally arriving at the description C1 = X3^X1^X2 as shown in Table 1 . This is ne if the description will be used as a classi er that predicts the class of new examples, because the description is accurate.
However, the description C1 = X1^X2 is more concise and thus is easier for people to understand. How can such a description be found? One way is not to use a greedy method but instead nd a guaranteed minimal description, e.g., a guaranteed-shortest decision tree 26 , although this is practical only on small datasets. We propose a method that will nd the most concise descriptions on larger, practical datasets. The method compares all classes pairwise and determines the features that can discriminate each pair of classes. Then, these discriminations are assembled into a nal description that can discriminate each pair of classes with at least one feature. class  X1  X2  X3  C1 100 yes, 0 n o 100 yes, 0 n o 100 yes, 0 n o C2 0 y es, 100 no 100 yes, 0 n o 25 yes, 75 no C3 100 yes, 0 n o 0 y es, 100 no 25 yes, 75 no The table entries show the distribution of feature values for each class Greedy Method C1 versus :C1: C 1 = X 3 X1^X2 Most Concise: C 1 = X 1 X2 Consider a second problem, this time with numeric features. Let's say there are N overlapping classes, whose values for one feature F take on a Gaussian distribution with identical standard deviations but whose means are spaced by =2. It seems worthwhile to know that the single feature F is enough to distinguish approximately each class, e.g., that the F values for class Ci tend to be smaller than for Ci+1, Ci+2 : : : but larger than for Ci-1, Ci-2 : : : A concrete illustration is the amount of skin pigmentation in countries = classes along a line from, say, UK to Sudan. A discovery method for concise pro ling of the classes should be capable of detecting this simple result, in which the simplest available global pro le makes use of only a single feature. Of course, such simple models are infrequently available, but it's important to detect them when possible.
Boolean features
To nd this global pro le, the method would need to coordinate the selected descriptions for each class, e.g., by minimizing the total features that are used. The methods we propose are able to nd such globally simplest pro les.
We conclude from these two examples that there are valuable concise di erences among multiple classes that may be missed by aggregating classes into pseudo-classes example 1 or by failing to coordinate the individual descriptions over all the classes example 2. Our proposed method is meant to detect these concise di erences among classes.
Problem Statement
Our approach tests all NN-1 2 pairs of N classes. As shown by the example in Table 1 , the advantage to considering all pairs of classes is that easy di erences among the classes can be revealed, which w ould otherwise be obscured by aggregating classes into pseudo-classes. More formally, the problem statement is:
Given N classes, at least one example of each class, and symbolic or numeric features that describe the examples, nd a most concise pro le i.e., a list of features for each class C, such that any other class is contrasted from C by at least one feature in the pro le.
By most concise pro le" is meant the fewest features needed overall to pro le all the classes. In general, classes can be overlapping, so we s a y that classes C1 and C2 are contrasted by a feature F if the fraction of overlapping feature values is below some maximum amount or ceiling.
One reason for minimizing feature sets is to ensure that the selected features possess a general ability to express the pairwise contrasts in the data, i.e., have the most descriptive p o wer. This is broadly similar to the goal in learning classi cation rules of pruning or of minimizing feature sets e.g., 1 in order to improve generalization accuracy and avoid over tting. Here, however, the emphasis is on concise approximate description, not inductive prediction.
Example of a Multi-Class Pro le
Before developing the algorithm in detail, we show the output of CAPP on a public dataset from the UCI Repository 2 . The Dermatology dataset involves 6 classes, 366 examples, and 34 features all numeric except 1 nominal; the data were contributed in January 1998 by H. Altay Guvenir of Bilkent University. Table 2 shows one of the simplest pro les expressed qualitatively for brevity which i n volve only ve out of the 34 features. For example, the pro les reveal that in this dataset pityriasis rubra pilaris tends to a ict children; its victims tend to be younger than those of the other dermatology classes. In other words, members of the class pityriasis rubra pilaris have v alues for the age feature that are lower than those of the members of any other class. In this case, one feature is enough to contrast the class with all other classes; the same holds for the three classes cronic dermatitis, lichen plaus, and psoriasis. A t the other extreme, one feature is used for each pairwise contrast in the pro le for seborreic dermatitis a scaling rash that sometimes itches; known as dandru when it occurs on the scalp. This and other experiments with these data suggest that seborreic dermatitis does not have a small number of sharply characteristic features.
There exist alternative simplest pro les because the features turn out to be quite discriminating, at least in the sense that many pairs of classes can be contrasted by several di erent features. Although not shown here, the contrasts are quite sharp, i.e., the overlaps among the feature values used in the pro les is small maximum of 21. The information about the feature values' range, mean , standard deviation , and number of data points N is shown for convenience; these statistics have no direct role in determining the pro les. Finally, these class pro les should not be viewed as logic propositions e.g., neither conjunctions nor disjunctions but as annotations that include at least one feature for each pair of classes.
Class
Pro le features are in bold pityriasis agerange= 7, 22 In the limiting case when all classes possess necessary and su cient conjunctive conditions, CAPP's pro les will be the most concise conjunctive descriptions for each class. In this case, the features that appear in a pro le e.g., featureA=value1 for symbolic features will be a smallest set that can characterize members of the class, and no members of other classes will possess those feature values. Hence, in this limiting case, pro les can be re-interpreted as conjunctive rules.
However, we think that pro les should not be equated to predictive rules for these reasons:
1. When the classes overlap i.e., necessary and su cient conjunctive conditions are not available, and when classes Ci and Cj are contrastable for reasons di erent than Ci and Ck, then rules can be poor predictors but the pro les can be adequate descriptions an example is given shortly.
2. The pro les are never treated as rules in the CAPP procedure. That is, propositions of the form and inferential direction P1^: : : Pi Class k are never generated nor tested against the data. Suppose we n o w turn this pro le into the corresponding rule: F2^F3^: : : FN C1. How good would this rule be? If the features are uncorrelated, then the probability that any single example of C1 will satisfy the rule is 1=2 N,1 , which goes quickly to zero as the N classes become numerous. Thus, pro les can be poor rules, but even so they are not worthless, because of their roles as simple, understandable, and approximate descriptions of the salient contrasting features.
In the appendix, pro les and C4.5rules 33 are compared in detail on a 10-class numeric dataset taken from images of protein expression in cells. The comparison reveals signi cant di erences between pro les and rules in their representational forms, and also in their goals: rules emphasize nding coherent subclasses that enable reliable prediction, whereas pro les emphasize nding approximate descriptions of all class members.
Detailed Description of the CAPP Method
The next subsections rst de ne the notion of partial contrast, and then present the concise all pairs pro ling procedure interleaved with an illustration of its operation.
Absolute and partial contrasts
We s a y that two classes C1 and C2 are absolutely contrasted by a n umeric feature F if their ranges do not overlap, e.g., if the smallest feature value of any member of C1 is greater than the largest value of any member of C2. The following description of the algorithms will assume a xed, maximum-allowable overlap between feature values. However, the program can nd the smallest overlap ceiling that still contrasts all class pairs by doing a binary search b e t ween the extremes of 0 and 80 we consider anything above 80 excessive. 2 
Algorithm
A class pro le should guarantee that every other class is contrasted by at least one feature. The CAPP method minimizes the total number of features needed to pro le all the classes. Thus, it does not follow the most common approaches to feature selection analyzed in 3 which rely on a heuristic search that adds forward selection or removes backward elimination features, or some hybrid of these heuristic searches. The CAPP method does not carry out a heuristic search: it guarantees nding a minimum feature set.
The rst step is straightforward: for each class and feature, collect the feature values of the class examples. Numeric features give a sorted list, and symbolic features give a m ultiset a set with counts for each member of the set. These feature values are then stored with the corresponding class. So, the information that is crucial when building decision trees or rules knowing that an example has at the same time the value A for one feature and value B for another feature is discarded here.
The main algorithm consists of three stages A through C, each h a ving several substeps. The presentation is interleaved with an indented illustration on a real, but abstracted, example. The overall procedure is admittedly somewhat complicated. The main idea of each stage is described in the rst paragraph of each of the three subsections A. Minimize Overall Features, B. Minimize Individual Pro les, and C. Maximize Coordination. The algorithmic details can be skipped on rst reading.
A. Minimize Overall Features This rst stage nds a minimized feature set F that can guarantee contrasting all pairs of classes. This feature set will be used to build the pro les.
A1. For each pair of classes, form a disjunction of all features that can contrast the pair subject to the overlap ceiling.
cited authors found inadequate for their task of choosing the best among alternative tree splits. Here, however, two overlap values are never compared, because overlaps are only tested for being within the threshold. In any case, a measure such as the GINI index 6 could replace our overlap measure without changing the overall approach.
2
A binary search will rst try 40 overlap, then if all class pairs are contrasted by that overlap ceiling, a value of 20 is tried, and so on, until the smallest ceiling that still enables contrasting all pairs is reached. A separate issue is that Jerome Pesenti pointed out that it's best to con rm that less than 50 of either class's values overlap, otherwise on tiny datasets or in highly degenerate cases it can be unclear which class tends to have smaller values. For example, the overlap between 1 5 and 2 3 4 is 50 delete either the 1 or the 5, but no clear tendency is present.
For example, suppose that six classes C1, C2, : : : C6 can be contrasted by a 20 overlap ceiling, and that the class instances are described by the 21 features A, B, : : : U. Then the rst two classes C1 and C2 might be contrasted by a n y of the features A,B,C,D,E,F but not by G,H: : : For example, the feature A can contrast C1 and C2 while respecting the 20 overlap ceiling in the values of that feature. This yields a disjunction o r A B C D E F which means that feature A can contrast C1 and C2, or B can contrast the pair, etc. Similarly, classes C1 and C3 might b e c o n trasted by a n y of the features B,C,D,E,F,G,H, and so on.
A2. Above w e noted how the pairs C1,C2 and C1,C3 can be contrasted. We need also to contrast all class pairs, i.e., C1,C4 and all others. Each pair yields a disjunction, and all pairs need to be contrasted, so all the NN-1 2 disjunctions are conjoined here N=6 so there are 15 disjunctions. The result is a conjunctive normal form CNF formula 3 which expresses the full range of possible feature sets that can contrast all class pairs. If a pair cannot be contrasted by a n y feature, then this fact is reported and the disjunction for that case is skipped, otherwise the formula would collapse into unsatis ability.
With the 15 class pairs to be contrasted, we obtain the following CNF formula which contains 15 disjunctions:
Thus, the rst line o r A B C D E F says that classes 1 and 2 can only be contrasted by one or more of those six features. The ninth line or A says that one of the class pairs can be contrasted only by the A feature, and so on. 3 According to 28 , this idea was rst described by 17 in the context of fault testing and diagnosis of digital circuits, but only for Boolean features logic values.
A3. Apply known problem-reduction methods, summarized in section 3.3 below, to reduce the size of the CNF formula size reduction is crucial because a later manipulation of this formula is exponential in its size. For example, there are three disjunctions that contain the A feature:
The last of these requires A to be chosen, so the rst two disjunctions become super uous, because they are subsumed by or A and hence are discarded. Similarly, the last of the three disjunctions
subsumes the rst two, i.e., satisfying the last disjunction will automatically satisfy the rst two. Hence the latter are also discarded. Other term subsumptions also lead to deletions.
Applying all the term-subsumption simpli cations to the above CNF formula yields:
This formula states constraints on the acceptable choices of features; these constraints are unchanged by the simpli cation.
A second problem-reduction method is available, which c hecks not for subsumption relations between disjunctions but between features. The basic idea is that if a feature X can satisfy a disjunction whenever a feature Y can, then Y can be deleted everywhere.
For example, each of the example features B,C,D,E could be eliminated because each is subsumed by the feature F; wherever each appears, F also appears. Similarly, the E feature subsumes B,C,D,F and could eliminate all four of these features. A di erent choice of features to eliminate, based on a di erent c hoice of subsuming feature, can lead to a di erent result, but any such c hoice will preserve a guarantee of nding at least one minimal feature set.
Doing three feature-subsumption reductions based on the choices of subsuming features F, P, and R, followed by one term-subsumption reduction, yields: and or F or A or G R or G U or P or R U Thus, any c hoice of feature set that would, for example, contain the C feature has been eliminated. If all equally concise feature sets are needed, then this second reduction cannot be used.
This second reduction method changes the constraint inherent in the formula, because not all possible feature sets remain represented, but at least one smallest feature set does remain.
A4. Convert the simpli ed CNF formula to a disjunctive normal form DNF formula; this changes the form but not the logical meaning of the formula. Each disjunction of the resulting DNF formula expresses an alternative feature set. Choose a smallest feature set and call it F .
Converting the last CNF formula gives this equivalent DNF formula:
or and A F G P R and A F G P U and A F P R U and we can arbitrarily set F to the last term's features fA F P R U g.
CNF ! DNF conversion is asymptotically worst-case intractable, because the NPcomplete minimum cover problem 10, p222 can be reduced to it. However, the dozens of practical cases we h a ve attempted are all easily handled by the problem-reduction methods, which simplify the CNF greatly before its conversion, as we see in this example.
B. Minimize Individual Pro les We are given a minimal feature set F as the output of stage A. N o w w e need to determine what features or subset of F will actually be used to pro le each individual class Ci. For each Ci, we nd its possible minimal pro les using only the features in F , not the full original set. The following steps are done once for each class Ci.
B1. For every other class Cj i6 =j, form a disjunction of all the features in F that can contrast Ci and Cj subject to the overlap ceiling. A class Ci will then obtain N-1 disjunctions, where N is the number of classes, and each disjunction will be small since only the features in F can be used.
Taking Ci as class 1, we compare it against the remaining ve classes with respect to the minimized feature set fA F P R U g, giving these ve disjunctions:
or A F or F or F P or R or F B2. Continue with steps A.2 through A.4, except that N-1 disjunctions are involved rather than the NN-1 2 disjunctions from the all-pairs case in stage A. B3. Each disjunction of the resulting DNF formula determines an alternative pro le for Ci. We keep only the shortest disjunctions.
The previous disjunctions are conjoined to yield and or A F or F or F P or R or F whose conversion to DNF gives or and F R. T h us, the simplest pro le for class 1 given F uses the two features F and R. Similarly, the CNF formula for class 2 is: and or A F or A or P or F R U or A which simpli es to just and or P or F R U or A, whose subsequent conversion to DNF gives: or and A F P and A P U and A P R Thus, there are three equally concise pro les for class 2, each i n volving three features. If any term in this DNF contained more than three features, it would be discarded as non-simplest.
C. Maximize Coordination As just seen for class 2, the output of stage B can be several alternative, equally-concise feature sets for each of the classes. One might just choose arbitrarily among these alternatives. We prefer to coordinate these choices, using the idea that if class Ci can make use of either of the features A or B, and likewise for class Cj, then it is better for both to use A or both to use B, rather than have C i u s e A and Cj use B. This coordination is accomplished by converting a complex Boolean formula to DNF, analogously to the previous criteria. This stage C is less important to understand than stages A and B. C1. For every class Ci that has more than one minimal feature set as the output of stage B, we remove the common core of features that appear in all of these alternatives, and form a DNF formula that expresses the remaining choices of features for pro ling Ci. Since feature B appears in both and will therefore necessarily be chosen, the alternatives can be expressed as or and A and C. Similarly, suppose class Cj has these two choices: C2. Conjoin all the DNF formulas from the last step, discarding any empty formulas.
Conjoining the two previous DNF formulas gives this nested expression:
and or and A and B or and A and C C3. Convert the resulting nested logic formula to DNF, and select the shortest disjuncts. Each o f these corresponds to an alternative feature set that can be used to complete the individual class pro les. Let G designate one of these feature sets.
The conversion to DNF yields or and A and B C, whose shorter feature set is simply G = fAg.
C4. For every class Ci, remove a n y candidate feature set if it contains a feature that is absent from G and is not a member of the common core de ned in step C1.
Ci's two c hoices were or and A and C, so only the rst is picked. Cj's two choices were or and A C D E F and B C D E F and again the rst is picked.
C5. Finally, take the cross product of all the remaining choices and form the individual pro les for every class; report all alternative complete pro les unless the user requests only one.
In the current example, the two classes remained with only one choice, so their individual pro les are unique. In the general case, if some remain with multiple choices, then the cross product of the alternatives is carried out if the user wants all equally concise pro les, otherwise just one can be picked arbitrarily.
Finally we arrive at a minimized list of features for each class, whose union is a minimized overall feature set. The last step is to annotate the list with how the classes are contrasted qualitatively or quantitatively at the user's option, and with some statistics, as was shown in Table 2 .
Summarizing, the CAPP procedure consists of three main stages: minimize overall features, minimize individual pro les, and maximize coordination. All stages operate by formulating, simplifying, and transforming Boolean formulas.
Problem-Reduction Methods and Possible Heuristics
The most expensive step in the whole approach is converting a possibly large CNF formula to a DNF formula at the A. Minimize Overall Features stage. Not only is the worst-case computational complexity of this step problematic 10, p222 , but the size of the CNF grows quadratically NN-1 2 with the number of classes and also grows with the number of features.
However, a term-subsumption problem-reduction method usually simpli es greatly the size of the CNF formula. For example, a formula and or a or a b c can be correctly reduced to just and or a. T h us, given two terms disjunctions D1 and D2, if D1's disjuncts are a subset of D2's disjuncts, then delete D2. Another problem-reduction method feature-subsumption can be applied if the user only wants a single pro le rather than all equally concise pro les. In the CNF formula, suppose whenever a feature F1 appears, the feature F2 also appears; this means that F2 can contrast at least all classes that F1 can. Hence, F1 can be deleted everywhere from the CNF without losing the possibility of nding some simplest pro le.
On random CNF formulas, these two problem-reduction methods may not reduce the formula size at all. However, our experience has been that they work very well on real datasets because 1 two otherwise similar classes may di er in only a few features, so that this small set can subsume more numerous di erences between other class pairs, and 2 there are patterns in the relations between features, so that often one feature dominates another in their discriminative ability. This facet of real datasets is absent from random data.
If problem reduction cannot simplify the CNF formula enough to enable the problematic CNF ! DNF conversion, a well-known greedy set-covering heuristic 8, 1 i s a vailable: nd the feature F that appears most often among the remaining sets to be covered and add F to the set of chosen features. In this case, a set corresponds to a disjunction in the CNF formula; the greedy set-covering heuristic dictates nding the feature that appears in or satis es the most remaining disjunctions. The greedy heuristic can be used successively until the conversion to DNF becomes feasible, or it can be used by itself to build the feature set, dispensing entirely with any CNF-to-DNF conversion. In this case, non-minimal feature sets will typically be obtained.
Applications
The original goal of this work was to automate from scratch a discovery task from the recent history of work at the intersection of anthropology and linguistics: the componential analysis of kinship semantics 12, 1 9 . Thus, the next section presents this task and our results in some detail. For companion articles in linguistics that target this and other applications to linguistic discovery, refer to 30, 31 . Current applications to psychology and chemistry are then discussed more brie y.
Analysis of kinship terminologies in linguistics
Every known society has a terminology to express kinship extended family relations, although not every society uses the same system: a language may classify kin relatives together under one linguistic label, or kinship term, that would make little sense to a speaker of a di erent language family. F or example, in English the term father solely denotes a male biological parent, whereas in Seneca a North American Indian language of the Iroquois family, the term ha?nih denotes the male parent, but also what English speakers would call uncle, also the father's male rst cousin, and others 19 . The world views expressed as kinship systems di er widely, hence the interest of anthropological linguistics in discovering a concise formal description of the kinship systems that underlie the thousands of the world's natural languages.
Kin relations specify the genealogical position of a kin to the speaker, and can be expressed in the language-neutral terms of the primary relationships: F=father, M = mother, B = brother, S = sister, s=son, d = daughter, H = husband, W = wife. These primary relationships are concatenated to express more distant relationships. Some examples are: FB father's brother, MB mother's brother, FSH father's sister's husband, and MSd mother's sister's daughter. Kinship terms normally cover a set of several kin, e.g., the English kinship term cousin covers the examples MSd MBd FSd FBd MMSdd MMSsd and many others. In linguistic science, the set of all kinship terms in a language constitutes a semantic or lexical eld.
The task of the linguist is to determine the relevant semantic features that can contrast the meaning of any of the kinship terms within the semantic eld from any other kinship term. The disjunctive listing of kinship examples e.g., consider the many w ays in English to be a cousin gets translated into a conjunctive pro le that covers all the input examples. Here, conjunctivity is central, as was argued by Lounsbury 21, p 1074 :
We feel that we h a ve failed if we cannot achieve conjunctive de nitions for every terminological class in the system. Were we to compromise on this point and admit disjunctive de nitions class sums, alternative criteria for membership as on a par with conjunctive de nitions class products, uniform criteria for membership, there would be no motivation for analysis in the rst place, for de nitions of kin classes by summing of discrete members ... are disjunctive de nitions par excellence.
In general, the task may i n volve i n venting new features in order to better handle the problems posed by a given language, in addition to nding the kinship pro les, which together are called a componential model in linguistics. For over three decades componential analysis has been a valuable tool in anthropological linguistics research 12, 1 9 .
The task is formulated as a pro ling problem by equating kinship terms with classes, kinship attributes e.g., sex of kin with features, and the di erent w ays to be a kin e.g., a mother's brother's daughter = cousin with class examples.
The criteria for the quality of this type of semantic modelling are its consistency, parsimony, and comprehensiveness. That is, all kinship terms should be mutually contrasted if possible, few features should be used, each kinship term should be described as succinctly as possible, and the full set of alternative simplest models should be considered.
Our KINSHIP program contains the CAPP program in the sense that it starts with raw data on the kinship examples, computes features on these examples, and then applies CAPP to the result. Most of the features have been taken from the linguistic and anthropological literature on kinship, although we h a ve de ned some features on our own which to our knowledge lack precedent in those literatures. Table 3 , taken directly from 19 , shows kinship examples for various consanguineal blood relations in Seneca. 4 The componential analysis of Seneca kinship in 20 w as a prominent contribution 19 to the study of kinship as well as to the methodology of componential analysis.
The Seneca kinship examples are represented in a notation that leads from the speaker to the one spoken about kin. Thus, the third example for the rst kinship term ha?nih is FMSs, which means speaker's father's mother's sister's son." In some cases, the relative age of the kin is a relevant property of the example: an`e' at the end of a term signi es that the kin is older than the speaker, and a`y' means that the kin is younger. Also, in some cases the sex of the speaker matters, so that lower-case`m' male or`f' female begins the example description. is described as being a male of the previous generation of, and standing in a parallel" relation to, the speaker parallel" is an attribute that was invented by kinship researchers; no other kinship term has these three feature values. Overall, ve features are minimally su cient to pro le all the kinship terms. In this case, since all features are Boolean or nominal and all contrasts are absolute, CAPP's pro les are identical to the desired conjunctive descriptions which are equivalent to classi cation rules. The re-discovery of these pro les i.e., componential-analytic model validates the KINSHIP and CAPP programs in the sense that they reproduce a prominent scienti c contribution starting from the same empirical data, which is a common yardstick in research on scienti c discovery. 5 Elsewhere 30 w e h a ve shown that the kinship system of Yankee English admits of simpler models than have been published. At the same time, we reported the rst such analysis of Bulgarian. Both the English and Bulgarian data sets were substantially more complete and challenging than the Seneca data set shown here. KINSHIP has also been used to analyze a dozen or so kinship systems of other languages.
The task of pro ling kinship relations involves dozens of kinship terms or classes, so that the number of pairs is quite large e.g., 35 choose 2 = 595 in our English kinship data. However, the term-subsumption method of section 3.3 works wonderfully on kinship because in many languages, many kinship terms will di er only by their value for sex consider the English brother and sister, aunt and uncle, etc.. Hence, the disjunction or sex will appear in the CNF and thus enable deleting all other disjunctions containing the sex feature. 5 One of Lounsbury's contributions was his invention of a distinctly new feature called parallel, a description of which is found in 19 , which he carried out in a data-driven way personal communication. Our KINSHIP program has no such capability for inventing new primitive features from the data, hence does not measure up to Lounsbury's achievement. Parenthetically, w e h a ve been able to invent a new feature fractional-generation that combines the expressiveness of the generation and senior features in a natural and general way, and thus enables even simpler pro les for the kinship classes.
Other applications
We describe two current collaborative applications of CAPP to chemistry and psychology. Unlike the original anthropological linguistics problem, these applications involve strictly numeric features. Also, these applications are instances of a general class of scienti c application to which CAPP is very suited: relating classes based on structure brain lesions, chemical elements to behavioral features, or classes based on behavior to structural features. In all cases, the goal is to understand better, in the absence of an accurate theory that links the two, how structure relates to behavior.
Psychology. A signi cant application to psychology involved pro ling children with di erent t ypes of brain lesion with respect to their behavioral characteristics 22 . There were six structural classes ve t ypes of brain lesion and one control group, 170 examples children, of whom 150 were in the control group, and 18 numeric behavioral features that measured how w ell the children did in verbal laboratory tests. CAPP found that three features were enough to pro le all the classes at an overlap ceiling of 40. The following qualitative, English-rendered excerpt consists of two pro les: one for the control group and another for the group of left-side focal lesions resulting from cerebral infarct:
The control group 150 children is better at visual naming than the minimal damage, hydrocephalus, left periventricular hemorrhage, and left cerebral infarct groups, and better at storing, elaborating, and following oral directions than the minimal damage, left periventricular hemorrhage, and right lesion groups.
The left cerebral infarct group 7 children is worse at storing, elaborating, and following oral directions than the right lesion and control groups, is better at word repetition than the hydrocephalus group, but worse at word repetition than the minimal damage and left periventricular hemorrhage groups.
The full CAPP pro les for brain lesions are reported elsewhere 22 . Chemistry. Our goal was to pro le a set of eight metal catalysts in terms of their comparative ability to carry out types of chemical reactions, using data on 168 reactions and their energies activation energy barriers published earlier 13 . Thus, the eight classes correspond to metal catalysts iron, copper, nickel, palladium, platinum, rhodium, iridium, and ruthenium, an example corresponds to a speci c chemical reaction, and the several dozen numeric features which w e de ned ourselves are mainly of the form energy of a reaction of a type X , where the de nition of a type refers to the bonds broken and formed as a reaction converts the reactants to the products. If a given reaction out of the 168 in the dataset is not of a type X, then the feature energy of a reaction of a type X has the value not applicable.
An example of a discovered pro le at an overlap ceiling of 43 41 , expressed qualitatively and in English for convenience, is the following for iron Fe:
Fe i s w orse than Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ir in its ability to carry out reactions of the type M-x-C H-x-M, and worse than Cu, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ru, and Ir in its ability t o carry out reactions of the type M-x-C O-x-M. M-x-C H-x-M is our notation for a reaction type that involves breaking a Metal-Carbon M-x-C and a Metal-Hydrogen H-x-M bond, and forming a Carbon-Hydrogen C H bond. Unlike the applications to linguistics and psychology, in this case our collaborator felt that global minimization of features was less important, partly because one pair of metals were not sharply distinguished, hence the overlap ceiling would be set too high and the other metals would get pro les that were too crude, i.e., gave t o o m uch w eight to conciseness over sharpness of contrast. Hence, the feature set for each of the metal classes was minimized separately. That is, stage A of section 3.2 was skipped, and the individual minimizations in stage B made use of the entire original feature set, rather than the globally minimized feature set.
Discussion

Evaluation
The goal of knowledge discovery is to improve h uman understanding of some domain. It is di cult to devise a quanti able performance metric for this aim. As in other model-building tasks in scienti c discovery that involve parsimony as a preference criterion e.g., 18, 3 7 , 39, 36 , quality can be judged by the extent to which a method optimizes a metric that is conventional or arguably desirable for the task. Our pro les resemble models e.g., in the kinship problem, the original practitioners certainly viewed their task as one of model building, and simplicity is conciseness of description.
Another way to legitimize work in knowledge discovery is to adduce creditable evidence that the procedures and or conclusions are signi cant from the viewpoint of the application e.g., 35 . Here, our evidence see section 4.1 consists of publications in the linguistics literature that report methods, re-discoveries, simpler models for known data, and models for never-analyzed data 30, 29 . There are also two published CAPP-generated pro les in chemistry and psychology. T h us, CAPP's pro les have been judged interesting and understandable enough to merit publication by social and natural scientists.
Following 38 , one can also evaluate CAPP by asking how the design of the program, or the circumstances of its application, heighten the chances that its use will lead to knowledge that is novel, interesting, plausible, and intelligible". CAPP's models tend to be 1 novel because the program comprehensively explores a combinatorial space that is dense with possibilities that are easy to overlook otherwise; 2 interesting because they are maximally concise; 3 plausible because feature minimization tends to counteract the curse of dimensionality; one can also employ permutation tests of signi cance 11 when the data are sparse, as in the cited psychology data; and 4 intelligible because, by design, the program seeks short, uni ed pro les of each class, and prefers rough approximations to the ner distinctions that are available only by adding layers of subclasses.
Related work
The PFOIL-CNF program 25 w as stated to be a quite natural representation for nearly conjunctive" concepts, which makes it close to CAPP's pro les, and thus a speci c comparison is warranted. PFOIL-CNF, which grows disjunctions using an information-gain heuristic, compared well in terms of classi cation accuracy with its predecessor 32 using several datasets from the UCI Repository 2 .
Although the goal of CAPP is to learn pro les, which are approximate descriptions and not classi cation rules, we will compare their respective outputs on the classic SOYBEAN dataset 23 , keeping in mind that their outputs di er in kind, so that a direct comparison, much less a quantitative one, is not easy. P F OIL-CNF is best suited for discrete-valued variables, thus the naturally numeric features in SOYBEAN were treated as nominal features, so we do likewise to ease the comparison. Table 5 shows the PFOIL-CNF output reported in 25 on the class Frog Eye Leaf Spot. 6 The second description in the Table is CAPP's pro le when absolute contrasts are required and only the single class Frog Eye Leaf Spot needs to be pro led. Interestingly, 10 of 14 classes can be contrasted cleanly with just the three features shown, all of which take on a single value for the target class. The third entry in the Table is the case when the target class is required to contrast with all the other classes; an overlap ceiling of 31 is needed to accomplish this. In this case, three features are also found, one of which leafspot-size w as seen in the previous pro le. Arguably, the pro les are able to deliver more understandable descriptions of the target class, partly due to their conciseness and partly due to their ability to approximate the entire class, and not subclasses disjunctions within the target class.
Other related work is the CN2 induction algorithm 9 which extends the basic AQ family of learning algorithms introduced by Michalski 24 in order to better handle inconsistent data. Again, CN2 learns classi cation rules whereas CAPP nds pro les, but we can compare their underlying algorithms. CN2 is a bottom-up, heuristic algorithm which uses information gain and likelihood ratios to guide the construction of ordered rules that are similar to decision lists 34 . CN2's treatment o f m ulticlass datasets follows the usual practice: when describing one class, the examples from all the other N-1 classes are aggregated and treated as negative examples.
The OPUS algorithm 40 for e cient and admissible unordered search w as applied to machine 6 It is fair to point out that this example was chosen by the author to illustrate speci c di culties with repetitive disjuncts. output of CNF learner 25 fruit-spots = colored _ leafspot-size= -1 8ê xternal-decay = rm-and-dry _ leaf-shread = absentê xternal-decay = rm-and-dry _ temp = norm _ stem-cankers = above-sec-ndef ruit-pods = diseased _ seed-tmt = fungicide _ hail = no _ area-damaged = scatteredŝ tem-cankers = above-sec-nde _ plant-growth = normŝ tem-cankers = above-sec-nde _ seed = normŝ tem-cankers = above-sec-nde _ date = 8 _ date = 9 _ date = 10 _ hail = noŝ tem-cankers = above-sec-nde _ germination = 80-89 _ date = 9 _ area-damaged = low-areas _ precip = normŝ tem-cankers = above-sec-nde _ plant-stand = normal _ crop-hist = same-lst-sev-yrs CAPP pro le contrasts absolutely with 10 classes; the four uncontrasted classes are: alternarialeaf-spot, phyllosticta-leaf-spot, brown-spot, and phytophthora-rot int- learning and demonstrated on several UCI datasets. CAPP shares with OPUS the spirit of trying to nd optimal solutions within a search space, which in the case of OPUS applied to machine learning consisted of pure conjunctive rules that maximize a Laplace accuracy estimate. However, OPUS does not seem to deal with numeric features. Also, its application to multi-class data treated each class separately, rather than globally, hence it is unclear to us whether it can nd globally minimal feature sets.
The R-MINI program also explicitly tries to minimize rule lengths using well-developed heuristic methods from minimization of switching circuits 15 , but this program is limited to categorical features, and in the context of multiclass problems, it does not share CAPP's goal of comparing all pairs of classes rather than each class against the rest.
The methods underlying CAPP share the same spirit as in 14 who showed that very simple 1-level decision trees perform well on many of the common datasets used in machine learning research. The link is that CAPP relies on a single feature to contrast any pair of classes, and assembles these single features into a multiple-feature pro le to describe a class. However, even if Holte's conclusions were not true, such simple methods seem necessary if one wants a global picture of numerous overlapping and or noisy classes, because some accuracy often needs to be sacri ced to gain simplicity. This theme has been explored in the context of trading o decision tree complexity to gain simplicity b y means of pruning, e.g., 16, 4 and many others.
Exact and heuristic algorithms for nding minimal sets of Boolean features are described in 1 ; these correspond well to CAPP's stage A goal of nding minimal feature sets. The basic ideas are similar, except that they address concepts expressed as arbitrary Boolean formulas, whereas CAPP expresses concepts as pro les feature lists, develops the ideas in the context of heterogeneous features numeric and symbolic, and uses the minimal feature sets in stages B and C to nd minimal individualized pro les for each class.
Conclusion
Classi cation problems can involve di erent goals. One goal is to induce an accurate automatic classi er of future examples. A second goal is to re-represent the signi cant relations in the data in a manner that is optimized more for human understanding and reporting and less for accurate prediction.
This article has introduced methods for uncovering the salient contrasting features in a large classi cation, i.e., ve or so classes up to a hundred or two the largest problem we've tackled. The CAPP approach nds concise contrasting pro les that guarantee that each class is contrasted from each other class by at least one feature. The main novelty is that all classes are compared pairwise, which can detect easy contrasts that would be obscured by aggregating competing classes into pseudo-classes. The pairwise contrasts are then used to nd a globally minimal feature set. The theoretical computational complexity of the approach is problematic, but good problem-reduction methods are available that can handle all practical problems we h a ve tried. Any recalcitrant cases can be handled with a greedy set-covering heuristic.
We h a ve applied the CAPP methods collaboratively to signi cant problems in anthropological linguistics, psychology, and chemistry, and have shown that the methods can generate knowledge that is deemed signi cant and publishable in those elds. developed satisfactory classi ers based on neural nets, but is further interested in articulating the class di erences in a manner understandable to biologists.
Thus, the advantages of the dataset are that the data are real, it is desirable to describe the classes, and the classes signi cantly overlap. That is, necessary and su cient conjunctive conditions for class membership in terms of the available features are not available, except for one of the classes.
We selected three classes to illustrate our main points. The rst class is DAP, which contains 87 examples. C4.5rules extracts a single rule: For brevity, all pairwise contrasts will be shown qualitatively, and only the maximum overlap between the target class and the others will be quanti ed; here the overlap is zero. Unsurprisingly, the rule and pro le are largely identical, since in this simplest case, the data suggest that there exists a necessary and su cient condition for membership in DAP.
We consider a second class ERDAK, for which C4.5rules nds the following three rules that cover respectively 56, 17 and 7 out of the total of 86 examples in ERDAK, and no examples from the other classes. Since the rst rule covers the most examples in the target class, we could select it as the best C4.5rules approximation to a pro le. An alternative is to try to combine rules to obtain more coverage, which presents its own sets of complications. Also, we w ouldn't even know h o w to compare one pro le against multiple rules. The corresponding pro le with a maximum pairwise overlap of 0. Now the best rule and the best pro le diverge more than in the rst example, since the rule has appreciably more features among its premises. The reason is that the extracted rule emphasizes predictive accuracy, hence it identi es a sub-class of ERDAK which, in this case, is perfectly accurate on all the examples. The pro le uses fewer features, but it is also less precise, since it emphasizes nding an approximate description that takes all class examples into account, rather than nding coherent subclasses within the target class.
One di erence between rules and pro les that becomes noticeable is that a pro le explicitly states which classes are contrasted by which features. In our view, making the inter-class contrasts explicit is important for gaining a concise understanding of a moderate-to-large classi cation that may h a ve highly overlapping classes. Of course, rule descriptions could be annotated with this information by comparing the target class against each of the other classes, but only as an afterthought, rather than as a designed approach to the comparison of all class pairs. The di erence between afterthought and purposeful design will be clearer after our third example.
Let us consider a third and nal class TFR, where the ensuing rules apply respectively to 22, 21, 7, 6, 3 and 8 out of the original 91 examples, but also mistakenly classify some negative examples into the target class TFR. Four features su ce to convey the gross di erences between TFR and the rest. Thus, TFR's examples tend to have i n termediate values of the second and fourth features, as shown by simultaneously tending to be more than" and less than" the feature values of some other classes.
Conclusion. Our pro ling methods minimize the number of features needed to ensure that all pairs of classes are contrasted explicitly by at least one feature. In principle, the coverage is 100 all examples of every class are taken into account; what varies is a single reported parameter that expresses the largest of the minimum MAXIMIN overlaps between the feature values from every pair of classes. The goal is to provide an approximate description of all class examples, rather than to look for coherent subclasses.
It is possible to turn a rule extracted by C4.5rules into something that resembles a pro le by explicitly comparing the target class with each other class along each of the rule's features, annotating the rule with the results of these pairwise comparisons, and nally discarding the rule's premises. That is, if a rule contains a premise Z 2x0 0.47842, then the pro lized" rule would instead say that Z 2x0 contrasts the target class from classes X1, X2, and X5.
To turn rules into good pro les, several decisions would need to be made:
Exactly what is meant b y contrasting two classes with one feature.
How to guarantee that each of the other classes is contrasted with the target class.
How to de ne and ensure minimality of the individual pro le, as well as of the joint set of all class pro les. The above examples have treated rules in isolation, but in some applications e.g., the kinship terminologies described elsewhere it is desirable to minimize the overall features that are used, thus some inter-class coordination in the selection of rules would be needed.
How to trade o the rule's coverage within the class against the rate of misclassi ed examples.
Most of these issues are o the track" for rules, whose raison d'etre is to identify reliably predictive subclasses hidden within larger, possibly overlapping classes. Rules tend to trade o coverage to gain accuracy, whereas pro les are designed to emphasize coverage over precision.
